
The robot has a wall around itself, firstly to contain the wires, and secondly to help with the Truck Mission. In the Truck 

Mission the walls and the touch sensor help to realign the robot against the field walls. This is due to the fact that Mind-

storms is not very consistent with going in straight lines. The robot uses medium motors for drive to allow a lower, more 

central centre of gravity, this means that turning is balanced. Using medium motors for drive also allows a more compact 

design that can faster and leaves the large motors for attachments. The wheels are at the front of the robot to allow quick 

turning. 

This attachment is used for the Animals Mission. The robot takes the animals in the attachment to a circle in the field, 

and drives backwards leaving the animals in the circle. The LEGO bar running through is to ensure the animals  stay on 

the correct side, so that they do not fall out. 



This attachment is to take the People (Careers Mission) out to the Sorter Area. The robot drives forwards, then drive back-

wards, depositing the People. 

This attachment is used for the Truck Mission. The robot drives out from base until the touch sensor hits the north 

wall, reverses, turns 90 degrees and reverses to realign itself against the west wall. Then the robot drives along the 

north wall, using the wheels at the side of the robot to reduce friction, which could cause turning. It then continues 

while pushing the truck. 



This attachment is used for the Compost Mission. The robot drives out from base, follows the black line by the 

Sorter Mission until the robot hits the black line leading to it. Then the robot turns towards the Compost, and 

pushes the button using the attachment. The robot then drives backwards to return to base. 

This is one of our lining-up equipment pieces. It gets slotted against the wall in base, and using different combinations 

of the knobs at one end the robot slots into the two long, white, slanted beams. This is to ensure that the robot gets to 

the right place on the black line by the Sorter Mission, which is essential for the Careers Mission, the Animals Mission, 

and the Compost Mission. 



This is the other lining-up equipment piece. Like the other, it gets slotted against the wall. The robot then lines up 

against the side of it, positioning it perfectly for the Truck Mission, ensuring that the touch sensor hits the wall in 

the right place. 


